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William Whewell (1794-1866) (Fig. 1) was the son of a Lancaster master carpenter who came to study at Trinity College, Cambridge, as a sub-sizar in October 1812.  Over the course of several decades of intellectual reflection behind the walls of his beloved alma mater he developed a distinct philosophy.  In a sense, it was a traditional English variant upon a prevailing German idealist argument which emphasised that true understanding was only possible because certain ideas explaining the universe were somehow within us.  To be sure this was very much an English hybrid version in which philosophy was subsumed to religion; access to underlying ideas of the world could only be sourced via true religious faith guided by a state-supported National Church.  For Whewell, such truth was a divine-sensory-metaphysical synthesis. [1]   The place where the ‘Supreme Mind’ could be mirrored was the apex of Anglican education, Cambridge University, and especially Trinity.

      The rise of secular faith, political radicalism, science, commerce and industry were, as it seemed to Anglican critics, undermining this spiritual world and replacing it with a superficial material one:  a human-centric rationalist society hell-bent upon material betterment via profit and consumption.  There was no room, in this movement, for the soul, which was a distinct entity from the body – the seat of one’s mind, character, thoughts and feelings.  Without a soul you were incapable of redemption from the power of sin through divine grace.  The absence of the soul, for people like Whewell, created a false dialectical relationship between the human-inner domain and the outside creation; the result was a cold mechanical world devoid of a divine spirit.  For the harbingers of this new materialist world, the social system and political constitution were ripe for reform, and the old certainties such as the state and Church coupled with the traditional sinews of political power were under threat.  For Whewell, the potential collapse of this world was a chilling vision he shared with several close friends at Trinity and beyond during his life-long duration in Cambridge. 

    For Whewell and a Trinity Circle (TC) he was part of, the prevailing struggle was between faith in God versus trust in pure human reason (a priori deduction) and/or human sensory empiricism (experience) – both the latter two approaches, for the TC, were devoid of God. [2]  Faith purely in human sensory observation and/or abstract human-centric rational intelligence sent you down the path to perdition. Authority came from above and not below.

    All the TC came to be united in their quest to demonstrate that ‘mankind’ was secondary and always dependent upon an all-powerful and actively interventionist God.  This had distinct implications for the nature of religious faith, knowledge and traditional social authority.  Access to all knowledge, they believed, was only possible to those with a soul; this could not be easily articulated but was crucial to understanding God’s world - be it the sciences, social structure, political economy or, crucially, morality. 

      Utilitarian reformers were selfish and dangerous radicals committed to tearing up Britain’s organic structure and, especially, severing the sacred relationship of the Church of England and state.  Established religion should always have the upper-hand, correctly taught via an accompanying doctrine, over all other forms of belief.  The National Church was the standard of measurement (religious conviction, morality and authority) that secured social order from political chaos and insubordinate challenge; moreover, it was the key vector in ensuring the safe passage from this temporary world to the eternal future in heaven.  This theology, and an accompanying hierarchical moral structure, needed credibility and obedience.  However, the means to protect this world would come to divide nineteenth-century Britain and the TC.

     This traditional relationship was under threat and, as such, the nation’s constitution and the Established Church needed to be revitalised by spreading an authentic religious temperament.  This, it was hoped by many, would ensure that the prevailing quest for change – built upon false and Godless principles - would become redundant.  Severing the dominant role of the Church and reforming Oxford and Cambridge Universities upon new human-rational imperatives had to be rigorously guarded against.  Moreover, the prevailing ‘steam intellect’ that was dangerously heating up the country should not be allowed to enter the Anglican seats of learning. [3]  Instead, the emphasis had to be on finding one’s soul and not materialistic ambition; this was the bond of Church unity and security for the country’s ruling elite. 

     Many of the emerging views among Whewell and the TC manifested in the establishment of the Cambridge Camden Society in 1839.  The Society was created by three Trinity students, namely, John Mason Neale (the etymologist), Edward Jacob Boyce and Alexander Beresford Hope.  The central aim of the Society was to promote Gothic architecture, which they believed could revive the piety, spirituality and religious perfection of the Middle Ages. This, in turn, could be used to inform Church reform.  The Society was, in a sense, Cambridge’s answer to the Oxford Movement and gained a great deal of support, or perhaps more precisely, policing, from Whewell and, especially, Thomas Thorp, who became the Society’s first President for the next twenty years.  Along with Hugh Rose and another Trinity don, William Hodge Mill, Thorp was one of the fiercest high-churchmen at Cambridge. [4]  The Society was, however, very different to the Tractarians. Owen Chadwick writes: 
[quote]
[Henry] Newman and [Edward] Pusey began with the doctrine of authority and asked how best to execute its ordinances.  Neale asked a different question. How shall men be led to worship?  The Tractarians were concerned for truth and then for the issue in worship.  The Camdenians were concerned for decoration, ritual, the structure and seating of churches, because these affect the way in which me [we?] worship. 

The model was Gothic and the rituals adopted were those that had survived the Reformation and not Catholic doctrines. [5]  

     The strong ‘Romantic’, poetical element, within the Camden Society, taught to its members by the TC, led them to idealise the Gothic high-medieval period.  This era was interpreted as intuitive, natural and spiritual compared to the cold utilitarian era in which they were living.  Gothic architecture was being promoted to provide Britain with a national and imperial virtuous representation.  This was accompanied by a transformation in antiquarian, linguistic and historical scholarship. [6]  Both Whewell and Thorp shared this view, but were also keen to ensure the Society’s members did not forget they were students and subservient to their Cambridge teachers. 

     A key remit of the Society was to visit and study Gothic churches.  It was believed that every detail of the building had a precise spiritual meaning.  Whewell’s inductive study, Architectural Notes on German Churches: with Remarks on the Origin of Gothic Architecture (1830), was popular reading among the Society’s members; the Teutonic (Germans, Scandinavians and Anglo-Saxons) impregnation within the British past ran deep. [7]  The Society changed its name in 1845 to the Ecclesiological Society, by which time it was dominated by Beresford-Hope. [8]
     Although the poet and philosopher, Samuel Coleridge, had refrained from historical study, his work pointed and inspired many to find purity in the Gothic medieval period.  This combined well with another well-known Romantic poet, William Wordsworth, and his adoration of nature and the peasantry.  This earlier period remained cleansed of the new commercial system that had ushered into the world a grimy industrial society, commercial selfishness and false philosophy.  Gothic architecture offered a virtuous and divine representation of something free of modern contamination. [9]  

     Whewell’s student, Kenelm Henry Digby, with whom he went on an architectural tour, [or, who accompanied him on an architectural tour?] idealised the chivalry of medieval life in his earlier book The Broad Stone of Honour, Or Rules for the Gentlemen of England in 1822.  The volume was employed by many in the intellectual war against utilitarianism.  Feelings from the heart usurped the prevailing obsession with rationality and was embodied in medieval chivalry.  Julius Hare’s nephew, Augustus J. C. Hare, much later described the work as ‘that noble manual for gentlemen, that volume which, had I a son, I would place in his hands, charging him, though such prompting words would be needless, to love it next to his Bible’. [10]  Medievalists, be them literary writers or historians, were drawing upon studies of peoples to reveal the superiority of Britain’s organic, liberal and faultless institutions.  This was, perhaps, most revealed in novels such as Ivanhoe (1820) by Walter Scott, which celebrated one of the last fictionalised noble Saxon families in twelfth-century England.  Britain’s institutions stemmed from the purity of this period. [11]  Whewell and the TC looked to the medieval world of Christian chivalry, while the Oxford Movement more to Catholic ceremonial doctrines. [12]  All this had implications for an Anglican university education.

     Only those ideas that had been established such as ‘space’ in geometry, ‘cause’ in mechanics, ‘time’ and ‘number’ in arithmetic, the ‘relations of grammar’ in the case of languages, and ‘verticality’ in Gothic architecture should be taught.  As such, those new subjects without the necessary foundation of fundamental ideas - such as political economy and new sciences like chemistry, meteorology and geology - should not be part of the curriculum.  It was up to a Cambridge liberal education to create the necessary habits to develop the divine faculty bestowed by God of established fundamental ideas; God’s mind was in our soul.  This should be the heart of a Trinity and Cambridge education.  A successful student would be one who achieved this without being consciously aware of doing so; it should be tacit just like riding a horse or walking.  This was central to the TC.

     One of Whewell’s great virtuosities was pre-empting future reformist attacks upon his beloved College and University.  His approach to God, education, institutions and philosophy informed everything he pursued.  Like his predecessor as Master of Trinity, Christopher Wordsworth, he was also instrumental in redesigning the College architecture.  In both cases, they drew upon a Tudor-Gothic vein.  A sacred place of learning, like Trinity, should spatially reflect its organic teachings.  Christopher’s brother, William Wordsworth, described his poetical work as a gothic cathedral.  As early as 1818 Whewell believed that the most valuable aspects of our manners and political constitution were derived from a gothic past; superior morality created superior architecture. [13]  Under Christopher Wordsworth’s guidance, New Court (1823-5) was designed in the Tudor-Gothic design by the Gonville and Cauis graduate, William Wilkins (1778-1839), who also went on to design the East India Company’s college at Hailsbury and several other Cambridge College buildings. 

     Gothic Architecture had organically grown with each of its parts linked together and united.  For Whewell, this form of divine architecture had first commenced in Germany, with the adoption of the pointed arch of equal height and different widths to satisfy the requirements of vaulting. [14]  In Britain, the architect, George Saunders (1762-1839), had identified the role of pointed arches in giving greater flexibility for spanning different widths in the construction of ribbed vaults.  However, it was the architect Thomas Rickman who informed most scholarship on medieval buildings with his publication in 1817, An Attempt to Discriminate the Styles of English Architecture, from the Conquest to the Reformation. Rickman scrutinised individual building parts and located them within four distinct successive styles – the Norman, Early English, Decorated, and Perpendicular.  (See the article by Megan Aldrich in this volume.)  This taxonomic approach clearly informed Whewell’s and his Cambridge colleague, Robert Willis’s interpretation of architecture.  From 1837, Willis was appointed Jacksonian Professor of Natural Philosophy, which he retained till his death. [15] 

     Whewell wrote: ‘Amongst other objects I was naturally led to search for evidence which would throw light upon the origin of the pointed arch’. [16]  This type of arch, for Whewell, was the central feature that kept the whole structure united and together.  By contrast, for Willis, it was the arch itself and not the pointed aspect that was central and did not represent the divine symbolic aspect it did to Whewell. [17]  The pointed arch allowed less enormous walls and provided sizable openings for windows that could be placed much nearer together.   This allowed a far brighter spatial interior – all enhanced by significantly taller edifices supported by flying buttresses.  Consequently, worshippers were, literally, much closer to the light of God.  The whole verticality of the building pointed to an eternal future in heaven.  

      The approach undertaken to the history of Gothic architecture was induction and, for Whewell, the key was to locate the fundamental idea that linked the observations together.  In this case, the idea was verticality with the pointed arch at its heart.  This verticality helped create a unified system that pointed towards heaven.  The use of the pointed arch in vaulted roofs was a product, he argued, for the need to have arches of equal heights but different widths.  The most developed and ideal examples, he claimed, were found in Germany.  These medieval churches were built for God and helped extend our understanding of Christianity.  Whewell later conducted an architectural tour of Picardy and Normandy with Rickman and published their findings in the 1835 edition of his 1830 book on German churches. [18]  

    Whewell described Rickman as ‘a little, round, fat man, with short, thick legs, and a large head’, who walked very slowly and moved randomly as something continually caught his eye.  Nonetheless, he liked him ‘very much.  He is very good-humoured, and very intelligent and active, and I see more by travelling with him than I should do alone, besides understanding the architecture much better’.  [If he understood the architecture much better, what did he think of Rickman’s own spirituality?  Any clues?  MA]  In twenty-five days, they examined 130 churches.  Whewell did another tour with Rickman the following year around Northamptonshire to examine churches his friend thought older than the Norman Conquest.  [19]  Rickman, for Whewell, had set the standard for establishing architectural nomenclature.   Medieval structures, in this sense, were no different from the philosophical approach to classification in the natural world.  Whewell likened it to, for instance, botany. [20]  

     Faultless ideal Gothic architecture represented the perfect idea of verticality.  It played a part in the structure of the whole building that, as the architecture developed, so too did the spread of verticality from the buttresses and the windows to the building itself.  Indeed, the flying buttress was, for Whewell, the essential aspect in completing the ideal Gothic building – it made possible the full-extent of applying pointed arches.  He described the Gothic arch as a ‘silent finger’ that ‘points to heaven’.  The origins for Whewell, of what Alexandrina Buchanan terms ‘complete Gothic’, was Germany with Cologne Cathedral its perfect embodiment.  Two German architectural historians, Georg Moller (1784-1852) and Sulpiz Boisserée (1783-1854), had already claimed that the origin of Gothic architecture was Germany and illustrated their work with drawings of the facade of Cologne Cathedral.  Whewell was certainly aware of their work.  Indeed, he met Moller at Darmstadt in 1829 and referred to Boisserée as his ‘old architectural friend’ in a letter to his sister in 1849. [21]  This cathedral, for Whewell, was also built during the height of complete Gothic architecture in the thirteenth-century. [22]  He told his sister in 1849 that the Cathedral was, he was ‘inclined to think the finest building in the world (for it is the finest Gothic cathedral and a Gothic cathedral is the finest kind of building)’.  Although by 1857 he now thought France was ‘the leading figure in this history of art [architecture of the middle ages]’. [23]  

    In 1842 Whewell, under the guidance of the architect Anthony Salvin (1799-1881), set about restoring Trinity architecture to its original design.  Together they discovered the remains of where the oriel once existed as part of the front Lodge.  At the same time, Whewell’s friend, the ex-Trinity High Churchman and Cambridge Camden Society leader, Beresford Hope, donated £300 to the restoration.  The money was ‘to be devoted to the purpose of restoring the lodge the oriel and mullioned windows, exactly as they stood before Bentley’s alteration [as Master of Trinity from 1700 Richard Bentley made a number of unsympathetic alterations to the lodge and chapel], and thus in some measure giving back its antique character to the old court’. [24]  [Do you think this was strictly for spiritual purposes, or was there also an element of the antiquarian in Whewell? MA]  First, the sash windows from the east face of the Lodge were removed and replaced by Elizabethan oriel windows to ensure continuity with the Great Court.  Whewell then had rebuilt and greatly expanded the two windows on either side of the Lodge to increase the light into the Elizabethan drawing room.  He also had the Tudor oriel window restored on the east side of the Great Court in a polygonal shape, which had been removed in the late eighteenth century.  The window on the west side was also taken out and replaced by an oriel window that greatly improved the view of the dining-room and drawing-room.     [can you illustrate? MA]
 
    Another undertaking on Whewell’s list was the restoration of Trinity’s Great Gate and the completion of its hitherto unfinished vault.  The architect here was Willis. [25]  The past should be accurately preserved in the material space of a place of Christian worship or an Anglican place of learning.  In this case, it was the outward spiritual and doctrinal embodiment of the College.  The funding for the oriel window restoration had partly come from Whewell (£250) and Beresford Hope.  The bulk of the capital came from the College (£3,765) – so when Whewell erected a plaque celebrating the restoration as his work, along with Hope, many Trinity Seniors felt he had gone too far with his personal praise.  The inscription was removed when the stonework of the oriel was repaired in 1965.  Nonetheless, Whewell’s legacy, just like that of his predecessor, Wordsworth, is preserved in brick.  The latter had been instrumental in expanding the College via the building of New Court in 1823.  Likewise, through two lucrative marriages, Whewell had become a wealthy man and donated £100,000 to building two new Gothic-inspired Courts, co-designed with Salvin, opposite the Great Gate that are known by his name. [26]  Whewell just could not stop meddling in University affairs, be it architecture, curriculum, university rules and, even, the institution’s art collections.  For example, he upset the Fitzwilliam Museum Syndicate when, under his own volition as Vice-Chancellor, he altered the arrangement of the pictures on exhibition.  He insisted they should be displayed by grouping them into schools, resulting in the resignation of seven of the eight Syndics. [27]  [Do you think this ‘meddling’ has any relationship to his ideas regarding spirituality?  Seeking a unified experience? MA]     

     Whewell also became instrumental in the building of the chapel at Mill Road Cemetery.  The Gothic-style lodge, built in 1848, was perceived as too small for large funeral parties.  Thus, there was a clamour to build a chapel.  Money was raised and the person appointed to design the building was the well-known Gothic-revival architect who had recently done some work on Trinity, George Gilbert Scott, probably at Whewell’s recommendation.  Scott had earlier worked on the design of workhouses following the Poor Law Reform of 1834 and had been appointed by Peacock to restore the architecture of Ely Cathedral in 1847.  He submitted his plan for the chapel in 1851 but it proved too expensive.  The committee in charge of the implementation of a new chapel subsequently took advice from Willis and Whewell.  To save money Scott reluctantly argued that the tall spire had to be omitted and replaced by a lead turret.  Whewell had never been happy with this compromise and wanted it to resemble an Anglican parish church – an essential feature insisted upon by the Cambridge Camden Society in their advice for church building.  [Yes, I am arguing the parish church was the model for Rickman’s earlier church designs of the 1820s, so he and Whewell agreed on this. MA]  Thus, following the death of his wife, Cordelia Whewell in 1855, he provided £250 for a tower and spire to be erected. [28]  Indeed, he wanted her buried in the shadow of the spire as a monument to her life.  He also planned, at this juncture, to be buried next to her. [29]  

     Everything was combined via a divine fundamental idea.  Like architecture, so too, the anatomy of life.  As such Whewell championed his old-school friend, Richard Owen, and his demonstration of design in archetypal plans that only existed within the divine mind, most famously the vertebrate skeleton of a fish.  Whewell was part of an intellectual class, argues Adrian Desmond, that had ‘provided the channels through which Owen’s pioneering morphology was to be promoted as the new conservative standard…[Owen] was now to reconstitute comparative anatomy along Romantic lines, to strip nature and society of their innate powers and return these to the Godhead’. [30]  Here was a Kantian/Schelling example of a Platonic transcendental archetype that went beyond simple empirical experience. [31]  Whewell was elated in 1838 when, as President of the Geological Society, it was his duty to award the Society’s prize medal to Owen – ‘a Lancaster man’, he glowed, ‘the son of our former neighbour, Mrs. Owen – who is considered to be one of the first anatomists in Europe’. [32]  

     Whewell’s support of Owen was entirely consistent with his philosophy and view of architecture.  For example, he similarly argued Gothic architecture grew from the introduction of the pointed arch.  This feature lay at the centre of the divine fundamental idea of verticality, which structured the whole church building.  He later said as much to an audience of British architects in 1862:  ‘[I]f we had only the lowest course of a clustered pier before us, we could, in idea restore the building; just as the anatomist can, from the bones of the foot, restore the whole of the animal.  There is an organic connexion and unity in the one case as in the other’. [33]  

    Gothic architecture had general laws and an organic unity – it was just hard to explain.  As Whewell slyly put it:  ‘The ancient metaphysicians, in this respect wiser than the modern ones, made definition not the first, but the last stop in knowledge’.  Stemming from the pointed arch an ‘internal principle of unity and harmony’ commenced. [34]  This unity of Gothic architecture, in contrast to the classical, represented perfect places for the worship of God. Likewise, the design of animal skeletons was perfectly designed by God for the functions of each creature. [35]  

     Whewell, like many others, did not think Charles Darwin’s subsequent theory of evolution was philosophically sound since it did not explain the arrival of a rational and moral being.  To his death, Whewell never doubted his own Faith and accompanying epistemology.  Man – especially an Englishman, in particular, a Trinity College man - was special since, unlike animals, he developed in a specific sense, namely, by progressively getting closer to his soul and thus the mind of God – to finding salvation and preparing for the future eternal world. [36]  

    During his final years, Whewell focused most of his time preaching to students in the College Chapel.  It was here that he was at his clearest and most authentic.  It was here that his life-long view toward religion and knowledge was most clearly expressed.  His primary message was, as it had more-or-less been throughout his life, on the need to prepare in this temporary world for an eternal future in heaven.  This was the true Enlightenment:  ‘Set your affections on things above, not on things on the earth’ – just as the verticality of the pointed arch suggested.  He was consistent to the end on the function of a Trinity education.  It was the task of the College to nurture the soul and ensure such a spirituality was carried on into whatever career the student next pursued.  To follow ‘the conviction that you have, while here, been helped forward in that purpose from the things on earth to the things in heaven, which alone gives meaning and value to your career’ during this transitory life.  We were all ‘servants of Jesus Christ’ – our mediator with God - and ‘pilgrims on the journey to a better country’. [37]  If you could save souls on the way, all the better.  In a slightly earlier sermon, celebrating the Holy Trinity and the establishment of Trinity College, he wrote that it was the function of education ‘to provide a religious and spiritual teaching for future ages’, and underlined the limitations of human knowledge in comparison to ‘divine truth’. [38]  If the pointed arch and verticality pointed the way to eternal life, so too should the design of a university education.
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